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Lecture Topics:
A spy Inside the Belly of The Beast
The story of a son of Holocaust survivors posing as a neo-Nazi sympathizer to
infiltrate the highest echelons of this murderous organization and bring them to
justice.
How does a neo-Nazi terrorist organization function? What do they want? How
will they try to accomplish it? And-how do we stop them? What qualities must
an ordinary man have to volunteer to undertake these extraordinary dangers,
and what qualities must we have to face what life throws at us.
This lecture will be accompanied by the screening of segments from the HBO
film, THE INFILTRATOR, based on Yaron's book.

Finding Hidden World War II Treasures
Buried diamonds in a foxhole, forged money at the bottom of a lake, coins
buried in the center of a Polish city, Kristallnacht plunder in a German forest,
jewelry at the edge of a concentration camp, or the smudged diary notes of a
German soldier suggesting a vastness of stolen Nazi loot. Each episode a story
worthy of an entire lecture, but seamlessly knitted together, one operation
leading to another.
This lecture will feature segments from the HBO movie, THE INFILTRATOR and
the History Channel docudrama, BLOOD FROM A STONE.

The Terrorists: Players, Problems and Possible Solutions
Yaron Svoray’s knowledge of far-right terrorist organizations and the ever
expanding world of Islamic terrorism comes from his personal experience of
living as a spy inside the German Neo Nazi movement and his work as an
investigator who followed the trail of the 9/11 terrorist back to their roots in
Europe’s shadowy world of fundamentalist terrorism. (Of which he wrote his in
his ground barking exposé “sleepers”)
The lectures are a firsthand account of what truly happens inside these
organizations and Yaron offers some revealing and often fascination insights as
well as some very surprising suggestions as how the west can deal with the ever
growing menace of worldwide terrorism .
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